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Helvetia Calendar

Feb . 20	 Helvetia Society monthly meeting, Fair Lawn Arts Cen-
ter, 12-56 River Road, Fair Lawn, N .J ., 8 p .m . Program:
preparation of society's two-frame exhibit for BEPEX
club competition.

Feb . 28	 Closing date for bids in Helvetia's mail auction No . 8.

March 15-17 - BEPEX, including Helvetia and individual members' exhi-
bits.

Special Swiss Section Attracts BEPEX Exhibits

Four Helvetia members at the January meeting said they
plan to enter one- or two-frame exhibits at BEPEX on March 15-17 . Two
other members expressed interest . The secretary has received two mail
requests for exhibition information . Exhibitors may mail their exhibits
to the address designated on the BEPEX entry form or to the secretary,
Harlan Stone (address above) . Full details appeared in the January is-
sue of this publication.

NOJEX Accepts Helvetia as Chapter

The North Jersey Federated Stamp Clubs (NOJEX) has ac-
cepted Helvetia's membership application and designated the society as
Chapter 33 . Gerald Diamond, society representative to NOJEX, will
purchase NOJEX stamp circuit books for resale to Helvetia members at the
NOJEX price of 20 cents each . Members interested in selling stamps
through the NOJEX circuits may obtain books from Gerry at the monthly
Helvetia meeting or by writing him at 1 Mt . Vernon Road, Upper
Montclair, N .J . 07043.

Even before joining the federation, Helvetia participated
in NOJEX activities on a limited basis . In recent years the society has
provided the Helvetia Award for the best Swiss or Liechtenstein exhibit
at the annual NOJEX exhibition . The society also held a regional meet-
ing at the 1970 NOJEX . This program included the showing of two Swiss
PTT color films on Swiss stamp artists and printing methods.

News Briefs

To provide Helvetia members more time to submit bids in
the society's monthly mail auctions, this publication will be distribu-
ted at the beginning of each month instead of shortly before the month-
ly meeting in Fair Lawn, N .J .



Enclosed with this issue is an approval preference
form from The Amateur Collector of London, one of Helvetia's ad-
vertisers .

Some 20 up-coming stamp exhibitions around the country
have accepted President Steve Pomex's offer to provide Helvetia So-
ciety membership brochures for distribution. Any Helvetia member who
can personally distribute brochures at an exhibition he plans to at-
tend is asked to let Steve know . His address appears at the begin-
ning of this issue.

Several members have noted on the questionnaire in the
January issue that they are interested in Swiss Bundesfeier (Na-
tional Fete) cards . As a result, this issue contains an article and
comprehensive listing of this postal stationery specialty . The edi-
tor has also received requests for articles on the following sub-
jects : UN stamps, Rayon stamps, postage dues . An original article on
the Rayon stamps is in preparation . All members are invited to submit
articles on their favorite subjects . Translations of short German
articles of general interest will also be welcomed.

Swiss PTT Should Use Its Own Stamps : An Editorial by Harlan Stone

A recent editorial in Linn's Stamp News urged all postal
administrations to use stamps instead of indicia on their own mail.
Hopefully, this plea will not fall on deaf ears at the Swiss PTT,
which uses such pre-printed envelopes when corresponding with collec-
tors of Switzerland who maintain accounts for receiving new stamps
and other postal items . Ironically, the Swiss PTT charges these ac-
count holders for the amount of postage needed to mail the items they
have requested -- and includes pre-cancelled stamps equal to this
postage charge in the shipment . Placing these stamps on the envelopes
would provide the recipients with very collectible covers bearing cur-
rent commemoratives . As it is, some collectors (including this one)
don't even keep the enclosed pre-cancelled stamps, preferring to
obtain normally cancelled stamps that have actually served a postal
purpose.

Counterfeits of Switzerland's First Airmail Stamps
By Franc Ritter

(Continued from January 1973)

Now here is a list and descriptions of forgeries published
a few years ago in the Basler Taube, the philatelic monthly of the
firm of Ernst Mueller A .G . at Basel, Switzerland.

1) The Kull Forgery to be found on both the 30 and 50c.
stamps . Here the length of the propeller is 15mm . and the distance
from wing tip to wing tip is 19mm . The color is rose instead of car-
mine, and as the forged overprint was not applied by mechanical means,
no pressure marking can be found . Neither are the outlines of the de-
sign as clear as they might be . The feather (D) is out of alignment
with the ones above it, and it lies in front of the opening at (E).
The feather (B) does not have the same direction as the others . caus-
ing the distance between feathers to increase.

2) Another forgery also to be found on both values is the
so-called Pache-Facsimile . Here the color of the propeller overprint
looks soiled and it appears distributed irregularly, and the basic de-
sign of the stamp is but weakly covered in spots . The contours of the
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wings are not defined sharply, but are fringed, which is typical
of work done by hand . The wing arms are not separated at the posi-
tions (I) and (A) . Moreover, the feather tips touch at several
points, especially at (C).

3) Then there is the forgery of unknown origin that,
for the sake of distinction, we will call No . 1 . It is known on the
30c stamp . In this dangerous forgery the wing spread measures only
17i mm . instead of 18 mm . The color is somewhat lighter . This color
difference can best be detected under the quartz lamp . The overprint
shows the peculiarities of lithography . At position (M) of the right
wing the feather joins the wing arm . The last flight feather (D)
lies in front of the opening . The corner (J) is distinctly rounded
instead of angular.

4) The other forgery of unknown origin, which we will
term No . 2, appears on the 50c stamp. Under the quartz lamp the over-
print has a strong violet cast . The contours of the overprint show
heavy color deposits, while it is lighter within the design . The
wing arms are not completely separated at points (I) and (A) . The
propeller bolt (F) is very small and not semicircular as in the orig-
inal . The spaces (E) and (H) are very small . The upper propeller
blade shows a depression in its outline at (K).

5) And now we come to the Paris forgery of 1946, which
appeared on both the 30 and 50c stamps . The propeller measures only
13 mm . and the wing spread only 17i mm . Under the quartz lamp the
color has a yellowish cast, and partially it appears as if the over-
print were above the cancellation . The overprint color looks dull in
daylight . The printing process was lithography instead of letter-
press . The design features of this forgery are as follows ; at point
(L) of the right wing, the second and third feather are joined ; the
propeller bolt (F) is much too small ; the flight feather (G) is only

mm. long instead of 1 mm .

The End

National Festival Cards
By Felix Ganz

(Reprinted from The Swiss Philatelist, No . 43-4, 1964)
Courtesy of The Amateur Collector

August 1, Switzerland's national holiday, dates back to
1291 when men from the valleys of Uri, Schwyz and Unterwalden signed
a declaration of mutual assistance to free themselves and stay free
forever while remaining, however, parts of the German Empire.

The day itself starts as an ordinary work day ; but in
the early afternoon people usually leave for home . Many, especially
women, dress in the costumes of their region, flags are raised, bunt-
ing spread, Chinese lanterns hung, firework displays arranged, good
meals prepared, and in many instances wood piles assembled for lighting
at night . In the late afternoon patriotic programs start in nearly ev-
ery town, village or resort hotel . National anthems ring out through
the evening, bells toll, gymnasts perform tableaux under magic lights,
and everyone feels very Swiss . After night has fallen, fires (the sym-
bol of both swift communicating in olden times and of the burning of the
Austrian oppressors' castles in the 13th century) are lit on every
summit, alp and crag . Lake steamers transport happy crowds on night cruis-
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es, and everyone enjoys this festivity thoroughly.

In such a general mood hearts and purse strings also
open more readily if appeals and collections are made to support a
worthy local project, to assist the old, needy, lonely, handicapped,
or sick . This readiness to help prompted the founding of a National
Fete Committee in 1909, with the purpose of undertaking a nationwide,
annual collection of funds for some worthy and yearly different cause.
Various ways are employed to collect funds, but the philatelically in-
teresting one consisted of issuing suitable postal cards (usually with
a picture showing a patriotic scene) . Between 1910, when the first
card appeared, and 1937, the cards featured imprinted postage stamps.
Since the cards could be bought at post offices around the country --
at a surtax (which varied between 15 and 30 centimes) above the
stamp shown on the card -- they must be considered at least semi-
official issues of Swiss postal stationery . After 1938 cards without
imprinted stamps continued to be issued, the last appearing in 1960.
But since 1938 postage stamps (the Pro Patria issues) have replaced
the cards as far as philately is concerned.

A total of 85 basically different cards with stamp imprint
exist . Most stamp denominations paid the current inland card rates;
but in some years all issued cards came in other denominations as well
(foreign or airmail rates) . At times (1931-34) different vignettes (up
to 16) appeared on the address side of an issue . At other times major
variations in the color of the cardboard stock or in the colors of the
picture side have occurred . All these details are enumerated in the
list which follows.

Unsold card stocks were returned by the Swiss PTT to the
National Fete Committee, and when a rate change occurred, the old cards
were frequently demonetised by overprinting the stamp with various
sizes and forms and wordings of "annulled ." Remainders were as a rule
distributed, free of charge, to school children, soldiers, or Swiss a-
broad .

Some cards exist without stamp imprint . They are thought
to have been manufactured for soldiers in service during World War I
(who enjoyed free franking privileges), or for Swiss abroad . One issue
(1918) of such cards has a differently printed address side (gray in-
stead of orange).

Swiss artists were invited to submit designs for the pic-
ture sides . From letters to and from such artists and from existing
proofs one may conclude that often heated arguments raged before the
final version of each card was released to the public . The art work
selected ranges all the way from corny to original and excellent (as
a collector may decide and judge for himself).

Printers vary, and so do the dates of issue . Originally
intended for release on August 1, cards soon were available during
all of July and August . Some collectors seek Fete Day cards cancelled
on August first as a special field . Others concentrate on the airmail
cards exclusively.

Cards 1-61 come in small, and cards 62-85 in larger, size.

The field of collecting these cards is quite fascinating
because much on the history and on customs of Switzerland may be
learned from their study . The majority of cards is still quite inex-
pensive, and a complete collection is not out of an averagecollec
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tor's reach . (Editor's Note : At the annual ASDA stamp show in New York,
the price of an average card. has risen from $l or less to 2 or more.
within the last three years .)

Cards from 1938 to 1960 (all without stamp imprint) should
be collected in used form only if they are franked with a Pro Patria
stamp of the same year . Pictures of these cards . (which are not included
on the following list) vary, but most of them feature a painting by a
famous Swiss artist.

(Editor's Note : Nr . Ganz based his article and accompanying
list on the 1949 Zumstein handbook on Swiss postal stationery, notes
for a subsequent . edition, and materials in his own collection . Since
the publication of this article in 1964, at least two other publica-
tions with National Fete card listings have appeared . The first was
Zumstein's 1965 Catalog of the Postal Stationery of Switzerland in

German. The second was the 1971 issue of the "S" section of the Higgins
& Gage Priced Catalog of Postal Stationery of the World, in English.
Collectors may obtain the latter by writing to Higgins & Gage at 23
North Santa Anita, Pasadena, Calif . 91107 .)

To Be Continued

1911 National Fete Postal Card

Battle scene from Burgundy War a gainst Charles the
Bold, Duke of Burgundy, 1474-1477
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both sides of 1930 National Fete postal
card with 40c airmail stamp imprinted and
p icture of family with flags at August
first bonfire .
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HELVETIA AUCTION # 7





The following is the list of Prices Realized from Helvetia Mail Auctions # 2,3,4 & 5.
It only contains those lots which received three or more bids and only those having
realization of $2 .50 or more .

	

BID IN HELVETIA MONTHLY MAIL AUCTIONS
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